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e Society that can build the moﬆ produive and efficient mechanisms for harnessing human creative energy will move ahead of those
continuing to make a fetish of the greed motive.
Richard Florida
e humanities the core of the university. She may be an outsider, but if
she were asked to name the core of the university today, its core
discipline, she would say it was moneymaking.
J. M. Coetzee
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H     that that we belong to down-

wardly mobile disciplines. is warning comes mostly from our own ranks,
since those in positions of real power are too busy pulling in the rewards
of status to spend much time worrying about their poor relations. Derek
Bok, in his important book on the increased influence of the market on
higher education, dismisses us with a single paragraph. Bok observes
that humanists tend to complain about the loss of a clear, shared sense
of intellectual purpose in universities and attribute their increased commercialization to this loss of purpose. In his experience, however, “[N]o
faculty members feel a stronger sense of mission than the scientists, yet it
is there—not in the humanities—that commercialization has taken hold
most firmly” (). Meanwhile, humanists themselves have developed a cottage industry of commentary on our degenerating health in the academy.
Among these documents are many well-informed, useful, and heartfelt
pleas that we refocus our collective attention away from the individualistic,
career-driven model of professionalism dominant in higher education and
toward the greater good of ensuring at least the survival, if not the revival,
of humanistic teaching, learning, and discovery—however the writer in
question understands those activities.
All those cries of anger, frustration, and fear from humanists are
completely warranted. It is true, as English professors James Engell and
Anthony Dangerfield point out in their award-winning book Saving Higher
Education in the Age of Money, that the number of bachelors degrees in
the humanities has been declining steadily and that the pay differential
between humanities professors and those in sciences and professional
schools has been widening (according to these authors, in  a beginning
assistant professor in business earned on average , more annually than a similarly ranked humanist). ere is certainly little question
that literary studies, by any measure most of us can think of (faculty size,
salary, number of majors, teaching load, good jobs for our s), is not
doing well.
ere is in fact broad consensus on the reason for this. Money. While
in the United States the  Bill enabled a massive influx of students into
higher education, democratizing what had been an opportunity reserved
for a small elite, the Cold War shaped the institutions providing that
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opportunity by funneling federal support to scientific research. e federal funding mechanisms put in place on the heels of Vannevar Bush’s
Science, e Endless Frontier () guaranteed that scientific research
would become a crucial component in the fiscal health of universities.
By attaching huge indirect cost recovery monies to grants for scientific
research, the federal government ensured a steady stream of research, at
least some of which would prove useful for its own ends. In contrast, the
research accomplished by humanists seemingly had no value to industry
or the government. Nor did the teaching of literature manage to maintain
an analogous public legitimacy. Literary studies has for some time lacked
a rationale that achieves either general agreement among its professional
practitioners or is commonly understood and endorsed by society at
large.
is waning of status is distressing. e many attempts to revive the
humanities and return them to their previous centrality in the education
of young adults are therefore welcome. We need all the help we can get,
and Engell and Dangerfield make a worthwhile contribution by outlining and critiquing the power and consequences of narrowly economic
and prestige-driven values in higher education. e first four chapters of
their book diagnose the corrosive effects of a market-driven university
on education in general and the humanities in particular. ey argue that
economic utility has become the dominant value in higher education,
pushing aside other forms of utility—social, civic, ethical—that had in
the past, and ought still, help define the goals of higher education. ey
are not so naïve, however, to think that higher education has ever been
free from market influences, and in fact they argue that it should not be.
e problem, rather, is maintaining the proper balance been economic
and other ends. To make their point, they introduce the idea of a higher
education “entelechy,” defined as “a set of goods or characteristics ordered
in relative worth and function, then put in coordinated motion together
such that they realize the ideal potential of the whole” (). In higher education, the values of money and prestige have overtaken all others, leading
to a range of deleterious consequences. Students and their parents focus
more on credentials than learning. What the authors consider to be the
core skill of an educated populace, intensive and intellectually engaged
reading, is waning. Universities are over-investing in administrative staff,
“star” professors, and lifestyle amenities for students. ese are concrete
ills amenable to concrete and targeted intervention. roughout this book,
however, when the authors arrive at the point of recommending solutions,
they tend to remain in a relatively abstract world of ideas. us, they argue
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that the proper response to the overvaluation of the economic in higher
education is to correct this imbalance by reasserting, through reasoned
argument, the equal importance of civic, ethical, intellectual, aesthetic,
and other forms of value.
ey have a clear sense of what this reassertion should look like pedagogically and to some extent in terms of curricula. e humanities will
achieve this crucial rebalancing of values by asserting their relevance to
those fields of study that currently ignore them. In other words, the sciences and professions ought to recognize the centrality of humanitistic
study to their own goals, particularly in such areas as ethics. us, their
stated aim is “to prevent the humanities from marginalizing themselves
and to integrate them with other disciplines” (). I found the “and” in this
sentence confusing. e vagueness it implies in the relationship between
these two huge and important goals is indicative of a troubling weakness
in an otherwise passionately argued and thorough discussion. Are we to
understand these as distinct tasks or as somehow interrelated, and if the
latter in what way? Certainly the nature of this relationship must matter
if readers are to engage in useful tactical actions aligned with the broader
strategies of de-marginalization and integration.
e authors implicitly answer this question in their chapter on ethics. In surveying the rise of the “New Ethics,” the authors note both the
increasing specialization of the field, evidenced by its adoption of technical
vocabularies and its tendency to isolate its concerns within the purview of
specific areas thought to face particular ethical challenges—law, business,
medicine. Such a trajectory was of course predictable, as this new field
follows the pattern of the most prestigious disciplines, the hard sciences,
in its pursuit of legitimacy. Ethics, however, has a long history of major
documents in literature and philosophy that should make the humanities
integral to its work in any professional field or policy arena. e authors
rightly note that programs in ethics at all levels and in any field would be
strengthened by the participation of the humanities. Militating against
this outcome, however, is not only the model of professionalization in
academia that rewards specialization but the indifference of the humanities toward the uphill battle of inserting themselves in these conversations.
e authors wonder if the “humanities might rise to the occasion” ()
and “step up to the plate” (), even if given the opportunity. is, then,
is the crux of the problem. It is not only the case that the financial realities of higher education have worked against the humanities but that the
humanities themselves have been unwilling to fight for the place at the
table that, according to Engell and Dangerfield, is so rightfully theirs.
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Or, at least, they have been unwilling to fight for it in ways that have
given them any traction. When push comes to shove, however, Engell and
Dangerfield have little to offer in the way of practical action toward this
goal. While at the outset they complain that “Leadership in higher education today is weak and hesitant” (), by the end of the book they are calling
on administrative leadership as “the best hope” for a resurgence of a higher
education that values the traditional purposes of the liberal arts. ey are
well aware of how difficult a case this is to make to many administrators,
whose focus on the bottom line is enforced from every side. is is perhaps
why their final appeal is to faith—faith in “reason and rational discourse”
(), faith in “the calling of higher education” (). Faith doesn’t cost
money. Finally, despite this book’s indispensable reassertion of the importance of the humanities to social justice, democratic citizenship, and the
development of personal character, the authors seem hesitant to roll up
their sleeves and get their hands dirty with the tough, contentious work
of claiming a place in conversations and structures where the humanities
are increasingly seen as peripheral if not altogether superfluous.
Claiming this place will not be easy. Further, it may be that the very
qualities nurtured by the humanities at their best—imaginative empathy,
balanced judgment, careful and fair-minded reading—disqualify many
humanities scholars from taking effective action on their discipline’s behalf.
In my more cynical moments, I wonder if a smaller, more marginal, less
prestigious status quo isn’t more comfortable for many of us than the risky
adventure of change—even for the better. Change will require individuals
committed enough to challenge career trajectories that do not value time
spent on such work. It will require attending meetings, pursuing partnerships, and engaging in conversations where humanists are not ordinarily
included. is means feeling out of place, unsure of the relevance of one’s
expertise to the issues at hand. It is this anxiety, perhaps, that informed
Stanley Fish’s attack in the New York Times on civic engagement in higher
education as a misuse of faculty expertise.¹ e alternative is to remain
focused on transmitting the specialized knowledge of one’s discipline and,
within that discipline, one’s sub-field, to the next generation of scholars.
From this safer perspective, the purpose of higher education in America,
at least as far as the humanities are concerned, is the reproduction of
disciplinary guilds.
 Bruce Robbins’s recent essay responds to the position articulated by Fish, reminding his readers that public support must underwrite any viable definition
of a profession.
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is is the position rejected by several of the contributors to Higher
Education for the Public Good: Emerging Voices from a National Movement
Movement,
edited by Adrianna J. Kezar, Tony C. Chambers, and John C. Burkhardt.
In their essay, Lee Benson, Ira Harkavy, and Mathew Hartley object to the
“ethnocentricism, tribalism, and guildism” of the disciplines, taking issue
with what they term Fish’s expression of the “disciplinary fallacy.” ey
argue that the tendency for faculty to associate their function as educators
solely with the scholarly questions and modes of investigation validated
by their discipline has increased the fragmentation of knowledge, making it difficult to pursue the “interdisciplinary cooperation and integrated
specialization necessary to solve significant, highly complex, real-world
problems” (). is, in their view, constitutes the abandonment by
faculty of the obligation of higher education to democracy. A strong and
vital democracy requires good citizens. ese don’t emerge by chance but
through the intentional commitment of the educational system to their
creation. Using the extraordinarily successfully Center for Community
Partnerships at the University of Pennsylvania, which Harkavy directs,
as their model, the authors argue that enabling students to participate in
collaborative, cross-disciplinary attempts to solve real-world problems
builds not only their intellectual skills but their civic skills. Further, they
argue that it is the obligation of higher education in a democracy to ensure
that students emerge from our institutions with the skills and motivation
to be active and effective citizens.
Taken as a whole, the essays in this collection speak to a group of
faculty and administrators within academia already committed to the
goal of its title. Collectively, they regret the power of a reward system
that devalues faculty engagement with the public sphere and the apparent dominance of a consumerist attitude toward the purposes of higher
education on the part of politicians and students alike. If higher education
is seen primarily as a private good—a credentialing process for students
whose central purpose is to increase their earning power—then questions
of the larger social good have little place in the system. e attempt to
create some resistance and build some momentum against the powerful
force of consumerism, however necessary, is enormously difficult. e
authors undertake this task on three main fronts: they argue that seeing
higher education as centrally concerned with the betterment of society and
not only the discovery and preservation of knowledge or the credentialing of future workers is, first, historically accurate, second, necessary to
safeguarding democracy, and, third, good policy for colleges and universities often criticized for their inability to improve their own communities,
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provide students with useable knowledge, or address the many large and
complex problems facing our world.
Unlike the work of Engell and Dangerfield, this collection attends
consistently to the institutional and bureaucratic realities shaped by
those powerful economic and political forces in higher education. Contributors are aware of the impact that changes in state funding have on
the behaviour of administrations. ey comment on the roles of trustees
as well as faculty. In fact, most contributors have had successful careers
in higher education administration or are faculty members trained in the
field of higher education research. e knowledge and experience they
bring to their essays is thus very different from that offered by Engell and
Dangerfield. In consequence, however, the humanities as a distinct area
of focus and concern barely make it onto the radar screen—these folks
have bigger fish to fry. Or different ones.
To a humanist, some of the essays included here will seem conceptually thin, self-evident, or alienating. Contributors speak the language of
“accountability systems” and “accreditation standards.” But, as Adrianna J.
Kazar points out, trends reinforcing market values and centralized decision-making in higher education have tended to benefit vocational and
professional education at the expense of the humanities and non-applied
social sciences. She notes that “competitiveness, efficiency, and cost
effectiveness have become the overriding criteria in decision making,”
replacing educational values (). In many ways, this book provides the
institutional context that Engell and Dangerfield needed to ground their
analysis and provide a realistic assessment of our options for action. It
is after all, the higher education researchers, not the English professors,
who are likely to know in more than an anecdotal fashion that “in the
past twenty years, decision-making has become increasingly centralized
(boards and presidents), issues are selectively opened up for consideration
in the governance process, and … less consultation takes place” (). We
humanists need to understand the big picture if we are to develop effective
strategies for changing it.
Unfortunately, as is the case for any complex, multidimensional realworld problem, effecting change is not easy, nor are the consequences of
actions entirely predicable. Higher education is a dynamic system, with
faculty, students, and administrators all responding to incentives and policies in ways that may in the long term be detrimental to us all but in the
short term are rewarded and reinforced. In his essay on “State Governance
and the Public Good,” David Longanecker, executive director of the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, expresses concern that
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the leaders of higher education will themselves steer colleges and universities away from a public mission, simply because the pressures on them
to serve economic ends are so strong. After all, “the public good clearly
isn’t ‘where the money is’ ” (). Neither, we might add, are the humanities. Even though Engell and Dangerfield are concerned with the fate of
the humanities and the traditional liberal arts in the age of money, while
Longanecker is concerned with the loss of a balance in higher education
between serving the ends of the public good as opposed to private gain,
their enemy is the same.
Should, despite Stanley Fish, humanists focus more of their attention on civic engagement and serving the public good as a strategy for
(in Longanecker’s words) “disciplining the inevitable” power of market
values in higher education? Many seem to think so, as evidenced by the
increasing visibility of pedagogies of engagement such as service learning. e efforts of organizations such as Campus Compact, Imagining
America, and the American Association of Colleges and Universities have
provided forums for faculty members and administrators to report on new
programs emphasizing these pedagogies as well as support for institutions and individuals attempting to implement them. As the contributors
to this collection illustrate, there is a lot of interest in exploring ways of
reconnecting higher education to a mission that includes public service
and the uses of knowledge for the betterment of society. Nevertheless,
all this energy, according to president of the American Association of
Colleges and Universities Carol Geary Schneider, has amounted to little
more than “islands of innovation on our campuses” (). is is in part
because neither students nor professors understand “engaged learning” or
“civic vitality” to be a central purpose of higher education. Students are
focused on increasing their own individual potential, while their professors
concentrate on transmitting disciplinary knowledge and methodologies
to the next generation. Schnieder points to a study done by the American
Political Science Association as evidence of the disconnection between
the tools of discipline-based analysis and the goals of educating effective citizens. Scholars surveyed for this study “expected and frequently
promised that the intellectual training provided by college learning would
contribute to good thinking and thereby to good citizenship. But … disciplinary scholars did not see it as part of their role to help students actually
practice the arts of citizenship” (). is is sort of like teaching students
the characteristics of good writing but never actually making them write.
e educational contract is only half met.
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Clearly, however, many of my colleagues would disagree, and certainly if their career goals included tenured positions at research universities, they would be right to do so. e reasons for this are persuasively
described in Barbara A. Holland’s essay, “Institutional Differences in
Pursuing the Public Good.” Holland, who directs the National ServiceLearning Clearinghouse, argues that a commitment to civic engagement is
correlated with specific institutional attributes and that research universities are less likely to display these attributes than comprehensive colleges
and universities. is would not be a major concern, after all different
institutions serve different missions, except that “so long as the research
institution is seen as the ideal model, there is little opportunity to generate
academic legitimacy and prestige for other types of institutions that find
engagement much more compatible and profitable with their particular
and very different missions and strengths” (). In other words, so long
as the research university remains the gold standard for higher education,
it will be the values and priorities of this institutional type that determine
the prestige awarded to all colleges and universities. Innovation, in this
universe, must come from the elites to really matter, but the elites have
no incentive to change.
An interesting confirmation of Holland’s analysis appears in Judith
Ramaley’s (a former president of the University of Vermont, current
president of Winona State University, and also a contributor to the volume under review) response to an essay by Ted Marchese posted in the
Carnegie Perspectives series on teaching and learning. Marchese lamented
the lack of progress being made in the reform of undergraduate education,
complaining that he seldom heard anything in  much different from
what he was hearing in the s. Ramaley assures him that “I can happily
attest to the fact that the reform movement in undergraduate education is
alive and well and thriving in institutions across our land. e problem is
that these institutions are rarely elite and rarely prestigious and often go
unnoticed as they quietly introduce changes in the undergraduate experience.” e truth is that this kind of change does happen in academia, but
it seldom starts at the top of the food chain. In fact, if you are in favour
of increased emphasis on the public good in higher education, the elites
are part of the problem, not the solution. Despite her attempt to find a
leverage point in global competition, Holland suggests that we shouldn’t
expect anything different.
Where does this leave the struggling disciplines of the humanities? If
any group in academe needed change and innovation, renewal and revision, surely literary studies qualifies. But at just this moment, multiple
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forces are converging to make innovation more difficult. Louis Menand
has succinctly outlined these forces in the Modern Language Association’s
journal Profession , and every member or aspiring member of the
field should read his essay. Most pertinent to the point under discussion
here, however, is his analysis of the intellectual inertia that seems to have
beset literary studies:
e obstacles to professional success are so high at the portal
that students are largely self-sorted before they get there …
And the obstacles at the other end, the placement and tenure
anxieties, don’t exactly encourage iconoclasm. Time to degree,
job placement, and the tenure rate virtually guarantee a culture
of conformity. e profession is not reproducing itself so much
as cloning itself. ().
And it is the most elite of our universities that are providing the .
My own work in furthering institutional change in a research university has taught me that first, nobody willingly gives up power, however
dysfunctional to the core mission of education its exercise may have
become; second, for most of my colleagues change is not exciting but
scary; and third, despite lessons one and two, the most interesting work
in the humanities tends to ignore existing power structures and disciplinary boundaries, finding its own, more receptive domains, even if these are
outside the university altogether. It is this lesson that brings me to the final
book under review, e Laws of Cool: Knowledge Work and the Culture
of Information, by Alan Liu, a professor of English at the University of
California, Santa Barbara. Both conceptually complex and cognizant of
institutional realities, this book presents the case for a new paradigm for
literary studies.
e broad subject area of Liu’s long book is the emerging field of
the digital humanities. In this respect, it is concerned less with critique
than with possibility. While Liu understands and addresses the tensions
between traditional humanities research and teaching and information
technology (), this is not his central subject. e book rather devotes
most of its attention to a historically informed analysis of the role of
“knowledge work” in contemporary society. e titular “laws of cool”
name the structure of feeling informed by the pervasiveness of  in the
work and life experiences of the highly educated workers who drive the
knowledge-based economy as well as, if Richard Florida is correct, the
social organization of its urban centres. e implications for the future of
the humanities, and particularly for literary studies, of Liu’s analysis are
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profound, but he also, like Engell and Dangerfield, falls short of providing
a road map for the rest of us.
is does not lessen the importance of his contribution. Liu takes it
as given that “Literature as traditionally understood no longer survives as
an autonomous force” (). Rather, it has been subsumed under the more
general category of information, as the “well informed” displace the “well
read” in the halls of power. To cut to the chase, Liu concludes that the
importance of the humanities in the age of knowledge work resides in the
value they place on history. Because knowledge work overvalues innovation at the expense of tradition, seeing the past as simply synonymous with
obsolescence, Liu concludes that “knowledge work is not just indifferent
to humanistic knowledge, it opposes it on principle” ().² Liu defines the
terrain relevant to the future of literary studies much differently than the
other authors I have discussed. He criticizes the overly insular view of
commentary on the state and future of the humanities, in particular the
refusal of the academy in general, and specifically the Modern Language
Association, to “see the challenge to academic knowledge posed by …
knowledge work” (). As a corrective, he recommends, and engages
in, a sustained analysis of the ways in which business understands and
deploys knowledge.
e corporate sector, Liu argues, provides the context necessary for
humanists and literary scholars to understand their fate. Management
theory supplies him with the content of his analysis and also the connective tissue between business organization and information technology.
ese two topics, finally, represent the core of the book. Chapters on
digital arts and the design principles that underlie digital aesthetics and
the habitus or doxa they express rely on the pervasiveness of postindustrial
modes of organizing work, managing workers, and processing information
for their impact. e most persuasive case Liu makes, in my view, is that
humanists must take seriously the conceptual implications of the new
corporatism for their field, understanding both the intellectual and institutional spaces available for their work in the context of the ideologies and
structures of this now dominant worldview. He outlines the ways in which
a focus on “teamwork,” “life-long learning,” and other clichés of corporate
America translate into professional identities and modes of organization.
He astutely notes, for example, that the language of management effaces
 Liu provides a definition of “knowledge workers” in an appendix, which makes

it clear that this is a capacious category, encompassing not only academics but
also technical, professional, and managerial workers, along with the clerical
workers who support them.
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both individual and class in how it engages the problem of restructuring,
“project[ing] the problem onto the abstract plane of the whole corporate
entity” (). He lays out for readers the ways in which decentralization,
whether in the form of the flattened hierarchies of management theory
() or the blurred boundaries of networked systems (), fails to place
more power and control in the hands of technology workers and middle
management. Instead, it leads to fragmentation, a loss of a sense of the
whole, and new forms of supervision and “leadership.” Nevertheless, the
subtlety and nuance of his analysis at times diminishes the book’s impact.
e density of the argument facilitates multiple interpretations, and I have
little doubt that a reader more interested in the world of information technology than the future of the humanities will emerge with a different book
in his or her head than the one I have described. While this is evidence of
its richness, it is also evidence of the difficulty of maintaining a clear focus
on the midst of the complex phenomena Liu attempts to encompass.
For my purposes, Liu’s chapter on “Historizing Cool: Humanities in
the Information Age,” deserves special attention. Here he addresses the
“future role of humanities education in the age of knowledge work” ()
and gives us his clearest statement of the future he believes it imperative
for the humanities to pursue. is is worth quoting at length:
My contention throughout this book has been that the crucial
inquiry now concerns “producer culture”—that is, the values
of the postindustrial workplace that have increasingly spilled
over into everyday life. Postindustrial “corporate culture” challenges humanities education because it is at once integral with
the basic educational goals of “competence” or “skills” and
usurpative of the other presumed goal of “culture.” To teach
a broader sense of culture in the age of corporate culture,
therefore, must mean above all teaching that the contemporary instinct for technical competence need not be oblivious
to the sense of history that is the primary means by which the
humanities at once reinforce and critique culture. ()
e humanities, then, have two central roles: asserting the centrality of history to the present and engaging in a sustained and historically informed
critique of the values and organization of that present. Articulated in
another vocabulary, Liu sees the shared task of the arts and humanities as
becoming the “ ‘ethical hackers’ of knowledge work” (). is new vocabulary is important, since for Liu the effective pursuit of these ends in the
age of knowledge work requires new ways of organizing and understanding research in the humanities that reflects the power and pervasiveness
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of new technologies. While the traditional research paradigms for the
humanities marginalize information technologies because of these disciplines’ individualistic bias, these same technologies point toward a new
paradigm for the humanities. Specifically, the networked, “viral,” forms
of organization common to  systems form the basis for the approach
to humanities research he advocates. us a crucial question for Liu is
“How can scholars implement networked collaboration in ways that make
sense for the humanities?” (). To be clear, Lui does not recommend
jettisoning the “solitary, scholar-writing-alone or teacher-faces-student
model” of the humanities but, rather, complementing it with “the technologies and techniques that represent the new networked model” ().
Luckily for Liu, his dean is sympathetic, having written in the spring 
volume of Liberal Education in support of a “humanities lab initiative that
would develop new paradigms for collaborative research projects in the
humanities” (Marshall). How viable is such a model though? Like Engell
and Dangerfield, Liu acknowledges that few humanities departments have
shown interest in innovative redefinition, nor are most administrators
providing bold leadership and necessary resources.
In fact, the obstacles facing the alternative futures for the humanities
suggested by any of these authors seem enormous. At the same time, the
status quo amounts to a slow death—whether one is a traditional literary scholar or an entrepreneurial digital collaborator. e niches within
universities that offer the combination of social relevance, intellectual
seriousness, and support for innovation advocated by these books seem
small, randomly distributed, and highly dependant on local conditions.
e luckiest, or perhaps the most aggressive, among us achieve institutional homes that value what we value. e rest of us get along as best we
can. Perhaps this is the best we can do in the face of a lack of consensus
and a waning hold on resources. But perhaps not. If the scholars under
discussion here leave me with any single message about the future of the
humanities and, within that capacious field, the future of literary studies,
it is that there is more than one way to skin a cat. ere is not a single
solution to the ongoing crisis in the humanities. is is not to say that
any alternative to a dismal status quo deserves our attention, for there is
a common imperative that emerges from these books. All would agree
that a happy future for literary studies will require the discipline to take
seriously the relevance of its work to publics beyond its professional guild.
Further, in doing so it must take seriously the power of economic and
business values to define the world it inhabits. Despite the staying power
of clichéd images of universities as ivory towers, institutions of higher
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education are embedded in society and dependant for their legitimacy
on a social mandate. We cannot always control the terms on which such
legitimacy is conferred, but we cannot afford to ignore the imperative of
sustaining and renewing this mandate.
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